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Tony Naden 
 
 

In a recent article in Africana Marburgensia  (XI. 2 : 1978) 

Wilfried Günther sets out some interesting findings  on Hausa 

phonology.  I found these of particular importance as my 

research on Mampruli ( Ŋmampurli ), a Central Gur (Western 

Oti/Volta subgroup) language of Northern Ghana, has  revealed 

some rather similar phenomena. 

 

Günther’s study basically sets out to test the hypo thesis that 

Hausa  c , j , and sh  are the allophones of /t/, /d/ and /z/, 

and /s/ respectively in the environment of a follow ing front 

vowel.  An analysis of all words with these initial  consonants 

in the Abraham dictionary shows that while the apic als do not, 

indeed, occur before e  and i , there are a significant number 

of occurrences of the palatal consonants before non -front 

vowels.  This Günther attributes to the existence o f “old 

original Hausa phonemes” (ibid. p. 56) /c/, /j/, /s h/ with 

which the palatalised versions of the apicals have coalesced. 

As far as my knowledge of Hausa goes this is a perf ectly 

feasible solution for that language, but similar ph enomena in 

Mampruli suggest a somewhat different handling whic h may or 

may not be of use to those studying Hausa phonology  by 

offering a different perspective. 

 

In Mampruli it is the velar and double (kp , gb ) stops, not the 

alveolars, which enter into complementary distribut ions with 

the palatal affricates (which are therefore written  in 

Mampruli orthography ky  and gy  rather than ‘c’, ‘j’). The 

first-approximation statement is that velar plosive s k , g  

never occur before front vowels (in MP i , ii , ɛ, ee ), the 

double stops and palatal affricates never occur bef ore back 

vowels (u , uu , ɔ, oo ), but all three sets contrast before the 

central vowels (a , aa ) :- 

 

kaŋwa ‘saltpetre’ gba ŋu  ‘a skin’ kya ŋi   ‘to go’ 

 

gaari  ‘to pass’  gbaari  ‘catching’ gyaari  ‘welcome’ 

 

If this hypothesis is fully confirmed by the data w e have 

‘Siamese-twin’ phonemes, in contrast before  ‘a’  b ut united 

by complementarity before the close vowels, front o r back not 

only so, but k , g  are so linked to both ky , gy  and kp , gb , 
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Returning to Günther’s data we may note that, while  he 
comments on the fact that o , e  are rare, he does not 
mention that the figures for the palatals before u  are 
also very low.  Thus by far the majority of the 
occurrences of the palatals without a following i , e  are 
before a  (for c  the ratio is 73 to 195, for j  35 to 287, 
for sh  43 to 308.  This seems to be a similar pattern to 
that in Mampruli:  it is before a  that the sets really 
contrast.  In passing we may note that though Günth er 
comments on the overall relative frequency of a  it is 
only about 2½ times more common than u  in the whole 
sample: a theoretical possibility would be that the  
orthographic a  unites – either in the present day or 
historically –  two phonemes /æ/ and /a/ of which t he 
former is then a “front vowel” within the scope of the 
palatalising rule I hasten to add that I am not awa re 
that anything of the sort has been proposed by Haus a 
experts! 

 
We tested the Mampruli hypothesis in the Mampruli d ictionary  

–  an admittedly much smaller and less authoritativ e 

compilation, being the detailed field lexical file kept by 

myself and my colleagues in the Mampruli project 1, and 

incorporating material from earlier writers on Mamp ruli 2.  The 

resultant raw statistics are presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Initial Consonant and following Vowel  

 

following vowel is Initial 

Consonant i , ɛ,ii ,ee  a ,aa  u , ɔ,uu ,oo  
Total 

k 5 38 97 140 

g 1 21 47 69 

ky  24 3 4 31 

gy  15 5 2 22 

kp  21 47 5 73 

gb 28 13 2 43 

 

It will be seen that the overwhelming majority of t he evidence 
supports the initial hypothesis, particularly in th e case of 
the velar and double stops.  Further examination of  the 
exceptions shows that they are all cases where the vowel is 
phonemically /i/ or /u/ in a closed syllable betwee n velar 
sounds –  environments in which these phonemes have  

                                                 
1 The author has been working on Mampruli since 1974  Miss M.A. 
Langdon was assisting from 1974-5, and Mr. A.G. Pop e since May 1979. 
2 Mainly Arana and Swadesh 1967 also a dictionary in  typescript 
prepared by staff at the Baptist Medical Center, Na lerigu, and a 
collection of proverbs made by Fr. X. Plissart.  
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centralized allophones ( [ ɨ], [ ʉ] tending to converge on a 

raised schewa [ ə] :- 
 

k front vowel  : kika’ari,  
ki ŋkaŋa 

‘cornstalk’ 
‘Ficus sp.’ 

[k ʰɨkʌʔʌri]  

[k ʰɨŋkʌŋʌ] 
g front vowel  : gi ŋgaari  ‘snail’ [g ɨŋga:ri] 

kp  back vowel : kpu ŋkpa ŋu ‘wing, arm’ [ k̮pʉŋkpʌŋu] 
gb back vowel : gbuginni  ‘lion’ [g ̮bugʉn:i]  

 

 

We thus see that if we say that all the consonants under 
discussion can occur preceding phonetic central vow els then 
there are no exceptions, and the distributions of k /g  and 
kp /gb  are absolutely complementary before phonetic back and 
front vowels respectively. 
 

It seems strange that the double stops should exhib it 
‘palatal’ affinities, as it seems generally agreed that 
these consonants derive from labialization of velar s –  
for instance Swadesh (1966, p.48) reconstructs a ‘C ommon 
Gur’ *kwaama  for what in most of the modern languages is 
kpaam ‘oil’.  In modern Mampruli there tends to be a 
light labial glide between the double stops and a 
following vowel, especially an ‘e’, in some 
pronunciations : kpeema  ‘elder’ can be pronounced 

[ k̮pʷeemʌ]. 

 
The case of the palatals ky /gy is not so statistically clear, 
and the exceptions are words like kyoosi  ‘escort a parting 
guest’, gyoosi  ‘catch something thrown’ and kyuuwa  ‘a 
festival’ which seem to resist ready explanation. 
 

Swadesh (Arana and Swadesh 1967, p.57) suggests tha t the 
first is a compound of ky ɛ ‘to leave’, gu-  ‘look after’ 
and suffix –si  (causative).  This would indeed yield 
*kyeoosi  → kyoosi  by normal MP phonological processes, 
but unfortunately there is absolutely no evidence f or 
the existence of verb-verb compounds of this type. 

 

 

 

 

 

Apart from these ‘irregular’ items, there are a num ber of 

signs of the palatals developing from the velars ei ther 

synchronically or historically.  The particle ka  ‘and, that’ 

can lose its vowel when followed by a vowel-initial  pronoun, 

e.g. u  ‘he’  →  k’u  ‘and he …’: with the second person singular 

pronoun  i   this yields k’i  which is very often pronounced 

ky’i .  Similarly the root ka-  ‘grains, cereals’ belongs to the 

class of nouns which has the suffix –fu  in the singular and in 
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the plural a suffix –i  which also carries an umlauting or y-

prosody effect on the root vowel; thus from nag-  ‘cattle’ we 

get naa-fu  ‘one head of cattle’ / nig-i  ‘cattle’ but from ka-  

we get kaa-fu  ‘one head of millet &c.’ / kyi ( ← *ki-i )’cereals, 

grain’. 

 

Rather more interesting, especially in view of Günt her’s 

comments on the special status of the rare vowels e  and o  in 

Hausa, is the behaviour of the equally rare  ɛ  and  ɔ  in 

Mampruli.  In different dialects, idiolects and con texts the 

pronunciation of these units varies from the short mid vowels 

suggested by the above symbols to complex articulat ions [yæ] 

and [w ʌ] or [ ɩæ], [ ʋæ]  ( cf. Osbiston, 1974).  Further, the 

Mampruli /g/ is morphologically weak and in noun su ffixes  

*-ga and *-gu  it commonly weakens to a semivowel (  bii-ga → 

biiya  ‘child’ ; *buu-ga  →  buuwa  ‘goat’) and finally 

disappears (*baa-ga  → baa  ‘dog’ ; *duu-gu  →  duu  ‘room’ ; 

*da-gu  → doo  ‘stick).  Where the g-initial suffixes follow a 

root with  ɛ or ɔ the phonetic result is a very light close-

vocoid glide followed by a long vowel corresponding  to that of 

the suffix (*d ɛ-ga → [d ɩa:], orthographically deaa  ‘warthog’; 

*z ɔ-ga → [z ʋaa] zoaa  ‘a fly’ ; *p ɛgu → [p ɩo:] peoo  ‘basket’). 

 

If one favours the use of ordered rules, which cert ainly 
seem more appropriate to morphophonology than to so me 
other linguistic areas, these forms may be generate d by 
applying the normally-optional rule which breaks th e 
short mid vowels into ya /wa  obligatorily in the case of 
these items ( i.e. ɛ/ ɔ  root  before –gV suffix as in 
Table 2. 
 
 

Table 2: Derivation of ‘Irregular’ Nouns  

 

Basic  d ɛ-ga z ɔ-ga p ɛ-gu 

Breaking  dya-ga zwa-ga pya-gu 

G-out 3 dyaa zwaa pya-u 

Vowel-Assim. 3 . . . . . . pyoo 

 

(…ɔ- gu does 

not occur) 

 

 

Thus we have two cases where the palatal element de riving from 

a root  ɛ  is phonetically weakened to a light glide (deaa, 

                                                 
3 The Vowel-Assimilation and G-out rules are already  needed for forms 
such as those already cited –  baa , duu , doo  etc. The G-out rule 
would have to specify that the g  is in a suffix  –   /-aga-/ and 
/-agu-/ sequences occur in other contexts. 
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peoo ).  In phonetic reality if the preceding consonant is 

palatalised by its influence this light glide is ha rdly 

noticeable as a separate segment; that is, while be oo ‘morning, 

tomorrow’ can readily be distinguished from boo  ‘valley’, a 

form like kyeaa  ‘parrot’ (from *ky ɛ-ga)is not substantially 

different from ky-aa .  There is evidence for some such 

development taking place: the –eaa  examples can readily be 

identified by the long vowel in the plural –  kyeaa  / kyeesi , 

but some lexical items have different plurals in di fferent 

dialects, so that ‘twins’ is gyeesi  in some dialects and 

gyaasi  in others, thus the corresponding singular is 

interpreted gyeaa  in the first and gyaa  in the second without 

any appreciable difference in pronunciation. The mo st likely 

explanation is a reinterpretation of *gy ɛ- [d ʒ
ɩ-] as a simple 

gy-  which will then contrast with  g-  before –aa  and –oo .  

This may underlie the anomalous –kyoaa  / kyoori ; though this 

item –  ‘oval in shape’  –  does not occur in word- lists of 

related languages we would conjecture some such dev elopment as 

*kyeoo/kyeeri  →  kyoaa/kyoori (interpreting the root as *ky ɛ-) 

a number of these adjectives have abnormal pairings  of 

singular and plural suffixes  perhaps as a remnant of class-

concord with the noun, so the –ga form of root –ky ɔ would 

be -kyoaa . 

 

So the Mampruli data shows phenomena in many ways s imilar to 

Günter’s Hausa material.  Of particular interest is  the 

‘Siamese-twin’ effect which is somewhat different f rom the 

sort of neutralisation or ‘archiphoneme’ often pres ented in 

introductions to phonemic principles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Footnotes are Endnotes in the original, appearing here. 
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